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Principles of 
Education 

MSBO
MPAAA

Welcome! While 
you wait…
Please take a 
strip of dots from 
your table.
Walk to each 
poster around 
the room, read 
the prompt and 
place the dot as 
appropriate.

Today’s Facilitator

Tammy Jackson
Michigan Association of  Secondary School Principals

Associate  Director

tammy@michiganprincipals.org

mailto:tammy@michiganprincipals.org
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Introductions…Who’s in the 
Room?

�Please take a moment to 
introduce yourself at your 
table:

� NAME
� DISTRICT/SCHOOL
� CURRENT JOB TITLE
� NUMBER OF YEARS IN YOUR CURRENT ROLE
� What do you hope to learn today?

Who is in the Room?

�ISD Level
�Building Level
�Central Office Level
�Other?
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Virtual Gallery Walk….
A picture of each poster will be 
posted on the screen.

Look at the results and share your thoughts 
verbally as a table.  

Have one person record a comment, insight or 
thought from your table on an index card and 
bring it up to us. Put your table # on the index 
card.

Question 1:

� In general, I would 
rate public 
education in 
Michigan:

� A
� B
� C
� D
� E

Have one person record a comment, insight or thought from 
your table on an index card and bring it up to me. Put your 
table # on the index card.
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Question 2:

� I would give the 
school district I 
work in a…

� A
� B
� C
� D
� E

Have one person record a comment, insight or thought from 
your table on an index card and bring it up to me. Put your table 
# on the index card.

Today’s Learning Targets
�Provide a historical perspective of 

education in the United States.
�To share a framework for 

understanding public education in 
Michigan.

�To identify key trends in our State 
and Nationally.
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The Culture of Schools

�When did the concept of 
public education develop?

�What are its origins?
�How is this original purpose 

still present today?

Education….
(Red Envelope #1)

�How many years has public 
education been offered in 
America?

�Since when?
�Milestone sort activity 

w/partners…
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Milestones in Education

�Massachusetts passed the first 
compulsory school attendance laws in 
1852, followed by New York in 1853.  

�1865-1877 African-Americans mobilize 
to bring public education to the South. 
Republicans guarantee a free public 
education.

�1896 Plessy v. Furguson, Separate but 
equal…segregation legal in schools.

Milestones in Education
� 1917 Smith-Hughes Act passes, providing 

federal funding for vocational education. 
� By 1918 All States had passed laws requiring 

children to attend at least elementary 
schools.

� 1954 Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka. 
The Supreme Court unanimously agrees that 
segregated schools are "inherently unequal”.

�2013-1852= 161 years of Education in 
America
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The Formation of Public 
Education….

� With public K-12 education free to every child in 
the United States, it is hard for modern Americans 
to imagine a world where public schools did not 
exist. 

� 150 years ago in many places throughout the 
country, not even elementary education was 
provided publicly; in fact, even by the turn of the 
20th century, some young people still did not have 
access to free public high schools. 

� Today, every American can get a free education 
and obtain a high school diploma, thanks to the 
efforts of our civic-minded predecessors

The Beginning of Public 
Education…
The 18th Century
� Although formal schooling was not widely 

available, education was important to the early 
American colonists. Quickly realizing that simply 
teaching children to read and write at home 
and in church was insufficient, colonists began 
to establish public schools in the early 1600s, 
with the founding of the Boston Latin School in 
1635. By the time of the American Revolution, 
some other colonies, like Georgia, were at least 
partially funding public “grammar schools”.

� This model quickly became the norm in public 
education across the country.

https://www.bls.org/podium/default.aspx?t=113760&rc=1
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The Beginning of Public 
Education…
� The first colonial public schools bore little resemblance 

to our modern system. At first, only boys attended these 
institutions, and their coursework seldom went further 
than what today we would call a grammar school 
curriculum. Throughout the 17th century, only women 
whose families were wealthy enough received formal 
private educations. 

19th Century Innovation
� Prior to the mid-19th century, students of all ages were 

taught together in one-room schoolhouses. But well-
traveled U.S. educators, like Horace Mann, knew that in 
other countries, students were segregated by age. 
Building upon the Prussian system, Mann introduced 
“age grading” of students in Massachusetts in 1848.

The Beginning of Public 
Education…
� Mann also introduced the standardization 

of public school curricula. This ensured 
that children could expect the same high-
quality education from any school, 
district-wide. Prior this reform to model 
American schools after the Prussian 
“common school” system, public 
education varied dramatically between 
schools. This change allowed for equal 
access to high-caliber education.

http://www.mass.gov/portal/government-taxes/laws/interactive-state-house/inside-the-state-house/horace-mann.html
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The Beginning of Public 
Education…

� Along w/creating a common curriculum 
in public schools was the effort to ensure 
that all eligible children were present for 
instruction. As a result, compulsory 
attendance laws were passed beginning 
in 1852. And by 1918, compulsory 
attendance through elementary school 
was the law in each of the (then) 48 
states.

The Beginning of Higher 
Education…

� Higher education didn’t become more of interest to the 
nation as a whole in the latter half of the 19th century when 
industry and information began to replace agriculture as 
the nation’s primary engine of economic growth.

� In 1862, Congress decided to follow the lead of states like 
Michigan and Pennsylvania and create “land grant” 
colleges for other states. 

� These first secondary state institutions were focused on 
training students in the increasingly technical agricultural 
and engineering sciences. Some of the first federal land 
grant colleges included Michigan State University, 
Pennsylvania State University, Iowa State University, Kansas 
State University, Purdue University, Texas A&M University and 
The Ohio State University.
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We are on BREAK!

�Please return at

�Tweet what you are 
learning to @massp

Education in Michigan

� On January 26, 
1837, Michigan 
became the 26th

State of the Union.

Toward the end of the Millennium
(in the 1890’s), the state 

government established a state 
school system on the German 
model, with public schools, high 
schools, normal schools or 
colleges for training teachers of 
lower grades, and colleges for 
classical academic studies and 
professors. It dedicated more 
funds to public education than 
did any other state in the nation.
Within a few years, it established 
four-year curriculums at its 
normal colleges, and was the first 
state to establish a full college 
program for them.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Michigan
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Free and Appropriate Public 
Education

�A free education refers to 
education that is funded 
through taxation rather than 
tuition fees.

Issues with “FREE”…
Table talk…
� What challenges have 

schools faced recently 
with this concept?

� What are some areas 
where it could be 
questioned if certain 
items and/or 
opportunities should be 
free?
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Public vs. Private $ = 
152b Lawsuit
� Original Lawsuit
� Distractions
� Counter Lawsuit
� April 16th Hearing
� Decision Forthcoming….
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Per Pupil Funding in 
Michigan…

�Michigan per pupil
�Min: $7631
�Max: $8289
�Highest funded district 

(excluding island/isolated 
districts): $12,124

What is calculated into “per 
pupil spending”?
� This includes gross school system 

expenditure for instruction, support 
services and non instructional functions 
including direct expenditure for salaries, 
employee benefits, student 
transportation, building maintenance, 
purchased property and other services 
and supplies. 
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Per Pupil Spending By State
(Fiscal Year 2014 for Public Elementary-Secondary School Systems)
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Stand & Talk….
�What factors 

contribute to a state 
spending more or 

less on public 
education?
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How Already Michigan 
Differentiates Funding…

�At Risk (up to 11% more per At Risk 
pupil)

� $25/pupil for high school students 
�Special Education 
� Isolated District Funding
�On-line vs. Brick and Mortar
�Charter Schools

The School Finance Research Collaborative is a diverse group
Of business leaders and education experts, from Metro Detroit
To the U.P., who agree it’s time to change the way Michigan’s 
Schools are funded.

The Collaborative is bringing together top industry experts to 
Reexamine our approach to school funding so we can fully prepare
All students for jobs and success.

Website: www.fundmischools.org
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Recommendations of the School Finance Research Collaborative: Weighted foundation

Weighted Funding Doesn’t 
Address…
� Retirement legacy costs 
� Differential ability to raise money through 

millage 
� Infrastructure funding for K-12 Districts and/or 

charters
� Transportation costs 
� Added Costs for CTE or other equipment 

intensive programs (chemistry, yearbook, 
etc.) 

� Extracurricular offerings 
� Additional cost for high school
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Stand & Talk…
�What are the pros and 

cons of a weighted 
funding structure?
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Question 7:
� Currently schools in 

Michigan 
Receive…

� Adequte state 
funding

� Not enough 
funding

Have one person record a comment, insight or thought from your 
table on an index card and bring it up to me. Put your table # on 
the index card.

Question 8:
� It would make 

sense to adjust per 
pupil funding 
according to 
factors such as 
special education, 
HS vs Elementary, 
etc:

� Agree
� Disagree
� Unsure

Have one person record a comment, insight or thought from your 
table on an index card and bring it up to me. Put your table # on the 
index card.
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Concerns about Public 
Education in Michigan…

Michigan Ranks
46th In 4th Grade Reading

Michigan Ranks
37th in 8th Grade Math

29th in Career & 
College Readiness

Concerns about Public 
Education in Michigan…

Michigan Ranks 
32nd in Technical Education

Michigan Ranks
30th in Educational Attainment

Michigan Ranks
31st in personal per capita income
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What Should be Done to Fix 
Public Education?

There are 2 articles
From Bridge Magazine
& some questions
In the folders on
Your table…

What Drives Instruction?
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What Learning Practices Guide 
Today’s Educators?
Matching Activity- Red Envelope #2 w/partners

� Data Driven Decision Making
� “Best Practice” Strategies
� Standards Based Learning/Grading
� Differentiated Instruction

� Blended Learning
� Competency Based Education
� Project based Learning
� Response to Intervention (RTI)

Question 6:
� Online learning for 

students:
� Rocks
� Sucks
� Unsure

Have one person record a comment, insight or thought from your 
table on an index card and bring it up to me. Put your table # on 
the index card.
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College & 
Career 
Readiness

Why College Ready?
� By 2025, 65% of jobs in Michigan will 

require a postsecondary credential.
� Currently 36% of Michiganders over 25 

years of age have earned an associate 
degree or higher- ranking MI 35th for 
degree attainment.

� On Michigan’s Hot 50 jobs list 37 out of 50 
require a degree.
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SAT Suite of Assessments

The SAT
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Kahn Academy FREE 
official SAT prep 

Question 5:

� Every junior 
attending a public 
school in MI gets to 
take a free college 
entrance exam:

� True
� False

Have one person record a comment, insight or thought from your 
table on an index card and bring it up to me. Put your table # on the 
index card.
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Contradicting agendas?
�The Career Pathways Alliance
�The Marshall Plan
�Heavy emphasis and 

investment in CTE programming

Question 3:
� Public Education 

should provide 
students with a well 
rounded education 
allowing them to 
be successful in 
their future 
endeavors.  

� Public Education 
should prepare 
students for 
specific 
jobs/careers they 
can access after 
high school.

Have one person record a comment, insight or thought from your 
table on an index card and bring it up to me. Put your table # on the 
index card.
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Stand and Talk…
� “We are preparing kids today for jobs 
that don’t yet exist.”  Your thoughts on 
the challenge this presents…

� What may need to be done to better raise 
awareness of College and Career Readiness?

� Should the schools efforts be geared toward 
college, career or both?

School 
Accountability

Parent Dashboard

Accountability Index
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What is on the Parent 
Dashboard?

School overview 
data
§ State test results

� Student performance
� Student growth

§ Graduation rate
§ English learner progress
§ Participation on state 

tests
§ Advanced coursework 

(HS)
§ Postsecondary 

enrollment (HS)
§ On-track attendance

Additional data
Staff
§ Student/staff ratio
§ Student support staff

Student
§ Transfers in and out
§ Expulsion rate
§ Dropout rate
§ Attendance rate
§ Graduates who are 

proficient on the SAT
§ Postsecondary
• Enrollment 
• Persistence
• Completion

School-level information
Nearly 20 different factors
Includes 3 years of data

Ø Encourage richer 
conversations about 
schools

Ø Inform decisions about 
schools

Ø Compare school’s 
performance to other 
similar schools

• schools nearby
• schools with similar 

demographics

How can families use 
the new Dashboard?

MISchoolData.org/Paren
tDashboard
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Accountability Index System
Overall indices (0-100) are calculated by 
combining component indices using the following 
weights:
29% Proficiency
34% Growth
10% Graduation Rate
10% English Learner Progress
14% School Quality/Student Success
3% Participation

• Proficiency & Growth use Math and ELA only
• Each component also has an index value of 0-

100

School Safety
Student Mental Health 
Concerns

Reigniting the gun debate 
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Responses to School Shootings

Do’s & Don'ts of Student 
Walkouts/Protests 
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Question 4: (only 1 dot)
� To address school 

safety concerns we 
should…

� A) Provide student 
mental health 
services.

� B) Enact gun control 
legislation.

� C) Invest in more 
school security 
measures.

� D) Arm teachers who 
are willing to carry a 
concealed weapon.

Have one person record a comment, insight or thought from your 
table on an index card and bring it up to me. Put your table # on the 
index card.

Educator 
Shortage
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Question 9:
� It is becoming less 

desirable to work in 
education:

� Agree
� Disagree
� Unsure

Have one person record a comment, insight or thought from your 
table on an index card and bring it up to me. Put your table # on the 
index card.

Question 10:
� Our district 

struggles 
w/teacher 
shortages 
(positions 
unfilled/sub 
shortages)

� Yes
� No

Have one person record a comment, insight or thought from your 
table on an index card and bring it up to me. Put your table # on 
the index card.
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Question 11:
� If my 

child/grandchild 
wanted to be a 
teacher I would:

� Encourage them
� Discourage them

Have one person record a comment, insight or thought from your 
table on an index card and bring it up to me. Put your table # on the 
index card.

Predictions:

What will education look like in five
years in Michigan?

What will education look like in 
thirty years in Michigan?
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Question 12:
� In public education 

this is a (an)…

� Scary time

� Exciting time

Have one person record a comment, insight or thought from your 
table on an index card and bring it up to me. Put your table # on 
the index card.

The concept of public education is to 
contribute to the common good.

What can you do in your formal
and informal roles to positively 
impact the common good of 
education in Michigan?
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Did we Achieve Our Learning 
Targets for today?
�Provide a historical perspective of 

education in Michigan.
�To share a framework for 

understanding public education in 
Michigan.

�To identify key trends in our State 
and Nationally.

Thank You
Tammy Jackson

Michigan Association of  Secondary School Principals
Associate  Director

tammy@michiganprincipals.org

mailto:tammy@michiganprincipals.org

